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Introduction
Unscrupulous, “bad characters” inside the wrestling world give our sport a
bad name while jeopardizing the health and lives of our youth.
Just days after the governor of Ohio closed all schools, and the Ohio High School governing
body, NCAA and every professional sports leagues closed all operations and postponed tournaments, due to the worldwide Coronavirus pandemic, foolish wrestling trainers were promoting their “open mat style training“ in wrestling forums - pounding their foolish chests while
blasting “we’re still open!” From every rooftop they could trample their greedy feet upon.
Irresponsible dolts who have no business working with kids in the first place, needlessly jeopardizing the well being of the children in their care, their parents, friends and communities.
At some point the adults in the room must stand up and take a stand.
And that’s where we are, and why this book got written.
Full disclosure, I am not a licensed practitioner, nor a medical professional in any way, shape or
form, nor do I hold any any medical licenses or degrees.
So why should you listen to me?
Perhaps you shouldn’t, but read on and decide for yourself.
My experience includes training wrestlers for over 30 years, where I have implemented and
consistently followed some of the most rigorous health protocols in the sport.
I won’t pretend that I haven’t made mistakes, missed medical issues, or made the right decisions every time during these 3 decades. We all are continual learners, and our experience
hopefully leads to better decisions in the future. But my decades of experience as a competitor, collegiate coach, and wrestling trainer puts me in a unique position to share my knowledge
for the benefit of the entire wrestling community.
This book contains value information inside that the wrestling community can benefit from. Not
all have been as responsive to the health challenges facing wrestling, and as a result, horror
stories abound of camps and clinics that employed inadequate or no health protocols whatsoever - and the devastating result of such decisions.
Now for this important disclaimer:
This book should not be a substitute for seeking advice from medically licensed professionals.
However there are guidelines enclosed that can help you protect your kids and yourself in this
forever changed post coronavirus world. Some of these includes guidelines that will aid in
combatting this deadly virus - however, many of them have nothing to do with Covid-19 at all.
The truth is, our wrestling community has struggled for years to provide safe, health based
training opportunities for the young athletes in their care, as I outline in detail here.
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In all likelihood, Covid-19 is not going away anytime soon. After all, SARS saw a resurgence in
Toronto after its initial wave. Ebola is still around (albeit rare). In due time we are likely to develop a vaccine, but the virus, or a mutated strain of it, is likely to be around for many years to
come, possibly returning on an annual basis.
Therefore, it is imperative that we immediately put forth permanent safeguards to keep our athletes, and ourselves, safe in the short term, as well as in the long-term.
It is a unique time in our society, and also for our sport. A scary time to be certain. But this
moment in time also provides a unique opportunity to get our act together as a wrestling community - plug the holes in our health protocols that relate not just to Covid-19, but a host of
medical issues that the wrestling world faces.
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Chapter 1: Alarming statistics and dire predictions
by health experts
As of this writing, March 20, 2020, the following has been published regarding coronavirus:
How many people have Coronavirus in Ohio right now? Over 100,000 people (as of March
20, 2020).
Estimate from Ohio Department of Health Director Amy Acton, based on her estimate that 1%
of the population has it
How many people will be infected with Coronavirus in California? 25 million people
Estimate from California Governor Gavin Newsome, following his shelter-at-home directive
How many Americans could die of Coronavirus? 1.7 million Americans
Center for Disease Control projection that spans across 4 diﬀerent models
How many Americans will be infected with coronavirus? 160 - 240 million Americans (other
projection estimate between 40 - 70% of the U.S. population could become infected)
How long will the Coronavirus be around? Some estimates indicate we may. Be dealing
with it for up to 18 months.
How long can the virus stay active in the air, and on surfaces? According to Dr. Steve Silvestro, pediatrician and host of The Child Repair Guide Podcast, the COVID-19 virus has a
half-life in the air of 2.7 hours and as long as 15 hours on some surfaces (it takes three halflives for something to be mostly gone. Meaning, up to 8.1 hours in the air, and on surfaces for
45 hours.

Can you count on the government to keep you safe?
If you think the government can protect you from coronavirus or any future pandemic, all you
need to do is study history so you’re not doomed to repeat it.
Here are some characteristics:
As we stand right now, March 2020, there is no cure - and it will take a minimum of 6 months to
develop a vaccine.
The most prepared government in the world is never prepared for a pandemic. The next pandemic, like this one will be upon us, in our communities, with people infected, literally before
we know it exists.
That’s why it is imperative that you take safety measures now, and in the future, to protect
yourself and your family.
Your best defense is a good defense. Listen to the CDC’s guidelines, and the guidelines provided by knowledgeable health professionals.
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There are no 100% guarantees. You can roll the dice like the gambler Kenny Rogers, or you
can take every precaution and improve your odds of avoiding the virus.
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Chapter 2: How did we get here?
Specifically how we arrived at this place in time is up for debate.
There is speculation that we got here due to a bio-warfare facility in Wuhan, China.
True? Yo no se.
But we know with near certainty that regardless, it started in China (despite their government’s
eﬀorts to foolishly point their fingers at the US military).
And very quickly, this virus has spread to the rest of the world.
Here’s a quote directly from the Washington Times (take it for what its worth, I certainly can’t
verify the truthfulness of it without getting on a plane to China, which I’m not willing to do):

“The deadly animal virus epidemic spreading globally may have originated in a Wuhan
laboratory linked to China’s covert biological weapons program, according to an Israeli
biological warfare expert.
Radio Free Asia this week rebroadcast a local Wuhan television report from 2015 showing China’s most advanced virus research laboratory known the Wuhan Institute of Virology.
The laboratory is the only declared site in China capable of working with deadly
viruses.”
-Washington times
Is there a Chinese bio-warfare program?
I have no idea, and opinions vary. I wouldn’t be surprised, but I certainly can’t confirm it either.
And I will just say this, because our politicians who reside snuggly in the pockets of communist
China will not…..this virus spread quickly because China was careless, evasive and not forthcoming about the truth early on.
Lesson to be learned: those who stick their heads in the sand, get a very unpleasant awakening (see the 1918 Spanish Flu for reference).

Here’s the scary unfortunate truth that people don’t want to even consider.…
It is likely that this virus is not going away anytime soon. Yes, summer heat could burn it out
(as happens with our annual flu outbreaks)….and precautions enacted by authorities could
stem the threat - however, variant strains of this virus may well rear their ugly heads for many
years into the future.
Our lives, in essence, could be drastically changed forever.
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At the very least, a lot of things are going to have to change if we are to be safe and survive in
this post coronavirus world.
If the worst-case scenario plays out, and this thing stays around, refuses to leave and wipes
out a large percent of the population, forcing us to live out our days indoors in bubbles, then
this book will not do you a whole lot of good. Wrestling, a sport of close contact, will simply
cease to exist.
I surmise however, that in the foreseeable future, there will be vaccines and cures that can prevent and cure this particular strain of the virus - and the fight will closely resemble our yearly
battle with the flu.
The purpose of this book is to help you navigate through the hopeful scenario that we are able
to survive, live our daily lives, wrestle, play other sports, and in a sense, exist as we did before.

Our sport however, may still be doomed.
Covid-19 is the threat of the day. But many threats loom. The next great outbreak, health scare,
if not pandemic, could crop up in our own wrestling community. It could take many forms that
could directly impact, threaten, and Kill OFF the sport of wrestling permanently.
Right now as we stand, we as a wrestling community are woefully deficient in putting the safeguards in place to protect our athletes not just from coronavirus, but from many other health
maladies. The purpose of this book is to help the wrestling community, and those of you in it,
to adapt health safeguards to protect against the biggest threats we will face in the future - not
just today - no matter what form it may take.
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Chapter 3: Why the wrestling world is doomed
This chapter addresses the immediate threat of Covid-19, but also health threats that are largely unique to wrestling - and may (best case scenario) pose a much longer-term threat to the
health of our athletes and survival of our sport than Covid-19 does.
Without the safeguards outlined in this book, our sport is most certainly doomed, and there will
be no recovering from it.

First, I address our current crisis
A few short days after the governor of Ohio closed all schools, a selfish dolt on a wrestling forum crowed that his training is still open…. pounding his chest like a proud and foolish peacock (full story in the intro).
With no apparent health protocols in place, he is almost certain to help spread the virus in his
community and around the state.
Right now, while our health professionals furiously scramble to get a grip on this pandemic,
slow its spread and create lifesaving vaccines, it is imperative that we take every precaution
necessary, including closing wrestling rooms.
By the time you read this, its likely that this has already happened.
Bad actors like the chest pounding fool I referenced in the intro, give wrestling trainers such as
myself a bad name. There are already plenty of people who believe us to be money grabbing,
greedy opportunists whose only mission is to slip our greedy hands into the pockets of hardworking people, taking whatever we can get.
Unfortunately they are right - regarding some wrestling trainers. The above mentioned fool is a
perfect example.
However, many wrestling trainers have always put the athletes first - and have done so for
decades. Yes, I include myself in that category.
Right now back to the topic at hand - why wrestling is doomed to go extinct unless significant
changes are made.
First, the coronavirus issue is our short-term biggest threat to our society - inside and outside
of the wrestling world.
In the long-term, wrestling faces many obstacles. We are, as a community, exceedingly lax in
providing health-based training opportunities to the young people entrusted to us.

I shall start with the seven deadly sins of wrestling as they relate to health
issues:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lack of thorough skin checks
Lack of health screenings such as checking for fevers
Large crowds that continuously multiply our risks (no safety in numbers)
Rank amateurs as well as uncaring professionals putting our kids at risk
Lack of education: kids and parents
The shower crisis
Lack of a health protocol

Lack of thorough skin checks
Skin disease is rampant throughout our sport. Yet we continue to fail in this area.
Many tournaments - spring opens, youth tournaments, even sanctioned in-season high school
tournaments - conduct no skin checks at all, or do a simply precursory twirl routine (athlete
quickly does a ballet-spin and moves on).
I’m amazed at the number of youth wrestlers who enter my building and have never undergone
a skin check before.
The most common skin disease in the sport is ringworm - yet it is the least dangerous, and
least important of all. Much bigger threats include impetigo, staﬀ infection, MRSA (a very dangerous form of staﬀ), herpes. Skin diseases at one time were perceived as a much bigger
threat and were given a lot more detailed attention than today.
Our wrestling community has wavered back and forth between considering how serious these
skin diseases are, from implementing much tighter standards in the past than today, to leaning
toward barely taking them seriously. Case in point, when I was in high school, there were no
skin checks at meets at all. The first time we even heard of a skin disease was when a Pennsylvania school suﬀered a major impetigo outbreak. At the time, I didn’t even know what impetigo was.
On the other end of the spectrum, the NCAA at one time detailed exact procedures to be followed during skin checks, including checking the hair and skin over the entire body (yes everywhere. Meaning athletes were to be nude for it). This was published in their health manual and distributed to all member schools.
The swing of the pendulum has been great indeed.
If wrestling venues followed the protocols outlined here in this book, we would see a large reduction in the number of skin diseases in our sport.

Lack of health screenings such as checking for fevers
How many times do we encounter sick kids in the wrestling room? Probably more often than
we realize. I point the finger directly at the mirror on this one point. I haven’t always sent a kid
home when he’s sick. With the outbreak of this life-changing pandemic we are now facing, we
should all learn from this and make sure we are checking for fevers and illness, and sending
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sick kids home. Better yet if they self monitor and avoid the building altogether on days they
are ill. (I cover how to make this happen automatically, later in this book).
This is essential for good health practices - now more so than ever. Some venues will never do
it, just as some will never conduct thorough skin checks (which is why we are doomed, in all
likelihood).

Large crowds that continuously multiply health risks (aka, there is NO
safety in numbers)
With large crowds of wrestlers, the opportunity to take proper health and safety measures is
drastically reduced. Think about a typically BIG open mat. Wrestlers pop in and out, put on
their shoes, get on the mats, wrestle and leave. Those holding the open mats may not even
see them arrive, let alone screen for the above mentioned health concerns.
Someone have a fever? No one knew it - he came and left, spreading his virus to an entire
room of unsuspecting hard-working athletes.
Someone have impetigo? Staﬀ? MRSA? Herpes? Coronavirus?
No one knew it - he came and left, exposing a roomful of unsuspecting hard-working athletes
to potentially life-threatening, long-lasting diseases.
Most people with large open mats are well-meaning. I write this not to diminish their contributions to the wrestling community. But hopefully they will see this and implement health protocols in place that I outline in a later chapter.
Far worse….

Rank amateurs as well as uncaring professionals putting our kids at
risk
It pains me to say this but it must be said….
There are those in our wrestling community who just don’t know any better. Rank amateurs
who don’t possess the depth of knowledge to do what needs to be done. For those, unless
they get educated, for the health and safety of our wrestling community…
They need to step aside.
It is also entirely possible that some of them will read this book, study the protocols set forth,
and forever cast themselves out of this category. To them I say, welcome to the fold.
A bigger issue: uncaring professionals who have no reason to NOT know better - they
just don’t care.
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Hence, I share a heartbreaking story from a wrestler who attended one of the state’s most
popular, well-known camps, and he had this to say:
We were in a live session, and the kid I was paired with had impetigo all over him. It was gross
and it was obvious. I went to the camp director and told him about it. His response was this: If
you want to wrestle, you will wrestle him. Otherwise you can just sit out.
How would like to feel you’re being punished for alerting the guy in charge about another athlete’s nasty skin disease?
Well, he did.
I cannot even describe in words how damaging this attitude is for our wrestling world. Its also
a perfect example of a professional who has no business being called a professional.
This is the exact kind of attitude that will sink our sport.
.

Lack of education: kids and parents
Look, you don’t know what you don’t know, right?
My hope is this book gets into the hands of every wrestling program throughout the country
and every parent takes hold of the health protocols included. Without it, this mission I am undertaking is doomed to fail. Truth is, unless parents and athletes are educated about health
risks and avoiding them, they are likely to fall into the myths surrounding such things.
Perfect example #1: I am always amazed how many athletes don’t understand how skin diseases spread. If I had a nickel for every time a wrestler told me, “well I’ve got it covered with a
shirt, so its good”….
my nickel-purchased Ferrari would be sitting in my driveway right now.
Many athletes and parents can’t recognize a skin disease…
don’t understand how they spread…
Or how a sealed covering should be applied to oﬀer protection.
Many parents and athletes also don’t understand how walking onto a wrestling mat with street
shoes brings bacteria onto a mat that faces will soon be buried into - leaving wrestlers exposed to bacterial diseases.
To that point, coaches need to lead by example and only walk on the outside part where
wrestling doesn’t take place.
Education about skin diseases should be a part of every wrestling program’s protocol - parents
and athletes alike. Creating a host of advocates for good health care can greatly reduce the
problem.
That leads me to my next point…
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The shower crisis
When I was but a wee teenage boy growing up in the sticks….
we had a required class that every junior high kid had to take.
It was called Health and Phys-Ed.
And it truly lived up to its name.
After Phys-Ed (also known as Gym Class), all students were REQUIRED to take showers. You
couldn’t pass the class unless you showered. The embarrassment of having to be naked and
shower with others, at 7th grade, soon subsided, and a healthy, lifelong habit was developed.
In wrestling, in football, in just about any sport you could imagine, taking a shower when you
finished the workout became the norm.
And the kids who snuck out the back and skipped out were known as the dirtballs.
Nobody wanted to be known as a dirtball.

This is how far we’ve slipped
My daughter once relayed this to me about Gym class: They don’t leave you enough time after
class to shower. Its gross and disgusting.
Showers should be required as part of every school’s gym class protocol - just like it used to
be. Start in junior high, and by the time kids reach high school, its no big deal. It would be an
enormous boost to the overall health of every student in the country, leading many to a lifetime
of good hygiene.
Why did schools get away from this practice? I can’t say but I would guess, somewhere, Little
Johnny’s mother complained that Little Johnny was uncomfortable taking his clothes oﬀ in
front of his peers.
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Chapter 4: The danger zones of wrestling
Now’s the time to take a longer look at traditional training opportunities, long thought to be
standard, that contain health risks for wrestlers.
Even without the coronavirus as a factor, these danger zones leave your child at risk.
Let’s take a look at them now.

Large open mats
Ah, what fun can be had, with an enormous room full of wrestlers of all ages getting ready to
strap it on and get after it. I remember many an open mat I attended when I was but a yute in
question.
But that was then and this is now - and times have changed.
Skin diseases weren’t nearly as prevalent. Staﬀ infections were rare. MRSA was never mentioned. And Covid-19 hadn’t been formulated in that Chinese factory (?) yet.
Now is the time to re-evaluate the large open mats, and take an in-depth look at the risks of
these venues.

“I went to open mat, got the nasty funk and so did a bunch of my friends.”
This was sadly related to me recently by a kid who was forced to sit out of my training for a
while.
Six questions come to mind and I already know the answer to most of them:
1. Where there any skin checks? (no)
2. Did anyone check the health of participants (check temperature for fevers, etc.)
3. Were showers made available and encouraged?
4. Were disinfectant wipes (such as Clorox wipes) available for wrestlers afterwards?
5. Were the mats mopped before the event?
6. Were people kept from walking on the mats in their street shoes?
There’s a checklist you can use to evaluate whether an open mat is a safe option for your
wrestler.
If the answer to any of the above is NO, then you take your chances by going there.

Large wrestling clubs that take in more than 20 athletes at a time.
The larger the numbers, the fewer the health protocols that are enforced. Sheer numbers lead
to sloppy practices, and many of these rooms are a literal cesspool of disease just waiting to
be sprung upon your unsuspecting child.
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Any trainings that accept drop-in’s/no pre-registration
The drop-in concept is rampant in wrestling. Easy too - just jump in the car and go wrestle.
Here’s the problem though:
Any training venue that accepts drop-ins, doesn’t have an expectation that their participants
will be prepared to follow any means of health protocol whatsoever. How could they? Most of
the time they wouldn’t even know if health protocols were in place. Its the lowest level of
commitment you can get, meaning the least likely group to follow (or even know about) health
protocols.

The other issue with accepting drop-ins…

Many times, athletes show up any time. Meaning, right in the middle of practice. Even at
venues that conduct skin screenings, these athletes have likely missed it, everyone has moved
on, and they don’t get screened.

Any trainings that do not perform skin checks and health screenings
on a daily basis

Are starting times strictly adhered to? Is there an expectation of arrival by a specific time?
Taking those steps allows a venue to built skin and health screenings into the routine. If athletes have an expectation to arrive on time, then they can be ready to follow your built-in protocols that will protect all the participants from disease and illness. If a venue doesn’t build
skin checks into their routine, however, they are putting your athlete’s health at risk. Do you
want to take chances with your athlete’s health?

Any trainings that don’t provide showers and strongly encourage their
use
Studies show that the best way to prevent skin disease, bacterial infections, and other illnesses
and maladies, is to take a shower immediately after working out - within 10 minutes of the conclusion of the workout. That’s really hard to do when the venue’s showers are locked or unavailable. But more often than not, these facilities don’t provide it. Meaning - much higher risk
of disease for the athletes who are on their premises.
Every minute you delay taking that shower, your odds of getting infection rise exponentially.
Coaches, professional trainers, anyone who hosts a wrestling event, practice or meet, should
add this to their pre-event checklist.
Make sure the locker rooms are opened up, directional signs are posted when necessary, and
announcements are made.
Its amazing how many times I’ve taken my team to a spring tournament, only to have them ask
me: where are the showers?
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Or come back and tell me the locker room is closed, and then we have to hunt down the tournament director for a key. The wrestlers who train in my club would take the step of asking,
because they are used to our own health protocols requiring them to shower following practices. Many wrestlers from other clubs, or competing on their own, would not - furthering their
own risk, and the risk of every athlete they train with in coming weeks.
When we built our Attack Barn in 2012 (and opened it in 2013), we placed a high priority on
having a great shower facility for athletes. We have 5 showers, all equipped with privacy curtains (for the shy ones), soap dispensers, hooks for clothes a bench, extra towels, the works.
We also have an extra bathroom area for guests. It also has a shower.
This is a well-equipped building, built for training and to accommodate our rigorous health protocols.

Any trainings that don’t use a skin protection product (such as Ken
shield) and require it as part of their health protocol
Its very simple: you apply this foam to your exposed skin (keep it out of your eyes please, I
don’t want to hear the screaming from here), and as a result, take one more important step toward eliminating the funk that looks to penetrate the pores of your arms, legs, neck, forehead, I
could go on.
Every gym should have a product like this.
Make it happen, coaches - include it in your budget, and require it for every athlete who steps
into your room.

Any trainings devoid of an experienced trainer with years of experience with skin issues, disease etc.
It doesn’t matter whether you are attending an open mat, or a training with a professional
coach. If that coach lacks the experience, knowledge, or will to implement safe health protocols, and the experience to identify potential health issues….
for your own health and safety, you are best served avoiding it at all costs.
I know this is going to stir a big pot of controversy and many will angrily spew their venom at
me….
But this isn’t about their thin-skinned feelings - this is about you, and protecting your athlete
from avoidable health issues that could impact them their entire lives.
So take this as its intended (or not).
If you fall into the inexperienced (or disinterested) trainer-spewing-venom-at-me category - why
so angry? I encourage you to learn from this guide, steal my health protocols and use them for
your own room.
And permanently expel yourself from the above category.
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Chapter 5: health protocols to keep your wrestlers
safe
If you’re looking to provide the safest, healthiest environment for athletes, this chapter can help
you do precisely that.
The first big step of my health protocol starts before athletes ever enter my building. Athletes/
parents are required to be on my email list (email being my chief means of communication.) As
a result, before they ever set foot here, they have gained access to a page that clearly spells
out our health protocols, and the expectation is that every athlete will be prepared to follow it
when they arrive.
It is a lot easier implementing health protocols when everyone is on board from the jump.
Here is the protocol that athletes and parents see before entering the building:

Very Important: Our health protocol is in place to keep you, and every athlete, as
clean and healthy as possible. Every athlete will follow it. Here it is:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

**All athletes checked for fevers - if you have a fever, STAY HOME
All athletes will undergo a thorough skin check, prior to the start of the session
Athletes bring clean clothes/clean shirt to wear afterwards.
Following workouts, all athletes are expected to shower before leaving the facility.
(Youth – you are strongly encouraged to shower) Don't even think about sneaking out
the door without doing this very important step!**
The mats are mopped every day before wrestling begins
Step on the Sole Mat with your shoes every time you enter the wrestling room portion of
the building…then step on the drying mat that is inside the room.
Apply Kenshield to protect your skin

**Newest addition to our protocol

Allow me to expand on that newest addition, checking athletes for fevers/
illness.
Right now it is more imperative than ever that athletes with fevers should not be training with
others. I’ve sent kids home before and told parents to leave them home when their kids are ill.
When this coronavirus broke, it shoved this part of the protocol to the forefront. And now it is
firmly established as a critical piece of our health protocol. It should be included in everyone’s
- not only now but in the future as well.

All athletes undergo a thorough skin check
The quick and ineﬀective "spin and turn” method is just not enough to safely ensure the health
of your athletes. Its interesting how many athletes are used to that method, though - and their
first time through, I have to sloooow them down.
Hence I outline…
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The Proper way to conduct a skin check
Athlete faces you - arms wide, thumbs up while facing you, thumbs down while facing away
(so you can see both sides of arms).
Check the face, athletes turns his head, check the hair on the head, above the ears, both
sides, forehead, back of head. Check armpits (staﬀ infections reside in hairy places).
When checking the legs, be sure to look at the knees (staﬀ infection can hide under the surface
of a kneecap - look for redness/swelling).
Ask. Anyone can miss something. There’s no doubt that I would’ve missed a few things if athletes hadn’t been forthcoming.
Be sure to hold skin checks in an appropriately private location (an audience doesn’t need to
see kids in their underwear or straps-down singlets).
Unlike this setting from years ago…
I was coaching my college team and we were getting ready for weigh-ins/skin checks. I
thought they were taking place in a locker room - but was surprised when the coach moved
the whole operation to the gym - with fans in the stands.
Side note, this was back when athletes could strip nude to make weight, and many of them did
so.
The coach motioned up to the stands, where a smattering of moms, dads, grandpas, grandmas, and little brothers and sisters had gathered, and he announced this:
“Hey everybody, we’re doing weigh-ins - look away for a few minutes.”
The entire process was chaos. Some athletes were walking around nude, right past female
trainers…
Other athletes were getting skin checked with sweatpants on…
And the coach’s entire team skated through with nary a skin check (I’m not sure they even
made weight.) Like I said, it was chaos.

Athletes bring clean clothes/clean shirt to wear after the session
This one has been overlooked a lot - even by me. But I have started to emphasize it more and
more and it is now a part of the health protocol that every parent gets access to prior to their
athlete entering the building. Many kids - especially youth wrestlers - never even consider
changing out of their workout shirt - until I mention it.

Shower after sessions.
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It is a requirement for high school/junior high athletes, and a strong recommendation for youth
wrestlers.
I currently give youth wrestlers leeway on this - right now its a recommendation not a requirement at trainings where they are going home right afterwards - but I am fast approaching the
point where I will insist. With our facilities there’s no compelling reason not to, even for the
ones that live nearby. By the time you read this, I may have already changed this part of the
procedure.
The science is just so overwhelming on this - showering within 10 minutes after the completion
of a workout greatly reduces athletes’ chances of getting infected with a skin disease (or
worse). In this Coronavirus world we now live in, there’s just no reason not to take every precaution with athletes’ health and safety.
By the way - for all youth wrestlers in summer camps (excepting the younger youth camp) showering after sessions is a requirement, even for commuters.
The mats are mopped every day before wrestling begins
Just as important as the mats being mopped - No One tracks in on the mat with street shoes
after the mats have been mopped. This is one of the biggest fixes that every wrestling venue training, open mat, tournament, dual meet - needs to find a way to fix. Certainly due to the
unique build of our Attack Barn, it is much easier to enforce this here. It can be a real challenge
to do so at a high school tournament in a gymnasium - but the eﬀort must be made, in order
to properly protect athletes from bacteria tracked in from shoes.

Step on the Sole Mat when entering the wrestling room
The Sole Mat is filled with the same strong Ken-Clean Plus disinfectant cleaner that is used to
sanitize the mats prior to every session. Athletes clean the bottom of their shoes by stepping
on the Sole Mat, then dry them on the Drying Mat that sits right inside the room. It is impossible to enter our wrestling room without seeing the Sole Mat and the Drying Mat - meaning implementing this important health routine is very easy. It doesn’t take long before the athletes
are monitoring each other on this, as well.

Apply Kenshield to all exposed skin
This provides an important barrier of protection for your skin, that helps it ward oﬀ unwanted
diseases picked up from surfaces or other wrestlers. My first question every practice: did all
of you apply Kenshield?

If you train your athletes correctly, re-enforced with posted health protocols that
land right in their email inbox, they will follow your health protocols - making for
a safer environment for all.
Again I emphasize the importance of parents and kids having access to and knowing the
health protocols in advance of training.
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There is only one unlocked door, therefore only one entrance in to my building. Nobody enters
the building without being in eyeball’s range. Many coaches have no control over such things
though, hence I proceed.
Picture this: you are in the wrestling room, training athletes, possibly giving some personal
attention to someone in need. You look around, and there’s a kid working out who wasn’t there
before. He just walked right onto the mats. You never saw him arrive, and now’s he’s training
in your room after bypassing all of your health screenings and protocols.
A standardized method of communication that is required by all who participate, and using that
method of communication to make your health protocol easily accessible, can greatly reduce
(but not entirely eliminate) the possibility of the above scenario unfolding.

“Follow my process.”
Its very important that your students and parents be willing to follow your process - hence,
your protocols. When I run across someone who refuses, I gently show them the door. They
are just not a fit, and its not worth the risk of contaminating the rest of my room.

The advantage of the Attack Barn Venue
When I built this place, it was built as perfectly as I could imagine. While I’d like to take all the
credit, I had a terrific builder who helped with the design process.
What we ended up with was the ideal training facility.
I say this not in a boastful way (okay - maybe a little bit in a boastful way).
But here’s what I mean:
Its an ideal size
Athletes only have one entrance (but two exits for safety reasons - fire code etc.). Our capacity
maxes out right around 20 students. And 20 is a perfectly controllable number that allows personal attention to every athlete, and allows us to conduct our health screenings in a controlled
manner. As discussed earlier in this book, venues that take a ton more kids are asking for
trouble. It is extremely diﬃcult to manage a health protocol with those numbers (many don’t
even try) and impossible to provide each athlete the personal attention they need in order to
benefit from training.
The benefit of our locker room
Our spacious locker room provides an ideal setting to conduct skin checks and health screenings, as well as provide a safe environment for athletes to use one of the 5 showers (with privacy curtains for the each) when the session has concluded. No hunting down janitors or running
across a field to access a shower in another building.
Its right there.
Its the perfect size.
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And it provides everything you need: hooks to place bags, towels, etc., a bench to sit down
on, shelving with clean towels provided for those who need it (or forget their own), a toilet and
urinal, both with privacy walls.
A beautiful one-entrance Wrestling room
A single narrow hallway leads athletes into our wrestling room. This 40x60 space is lined with
wall mats for wrestlers’ protection, includes 3 climbing ropes, a pull-up bar and two peg
boards, as well as our sole mat from Kennedy Industries (makers of Ken Shield), which streamlines athletes to step on it, then step on the dry mat every time they enter the room. There is
no other entry open to wrestlers. The other door is locked from the inside, which keeps
wrestlers, parents, and anyone else from walking onto the mats through our main entrance and
bypassing our health protocols. It is easily opened form the inside though to provide for a
safety-conscious emergency exit.
The wall in the hall - a hidden benefit
On the right as athletes are walking in the hallway, is a wall built with hooks and shelves.
Just before they enter the wrestling room, I have a hanging storage bag with all kinds of medical supplies - including the cans of Kenshield, which are required by all participants.
Also, all the medical supplies needed for a practice - pre-wrap, a variety of diﬀerent tapes,
nose plugs, disinfectant spray bottle, etc., are all within close reach.
Lounge Area
It was originally designed to be an oﬃce - but I don’t really need an oﬃce. Most of the time,
my oﬃce is the wrestling room. So it often serves as a parents lounge, complete with a fridge
with ice packs, coﬀee maker, and storage area with extra shoes, knee pads, etc (always good
to have extra shoes in case someone forgets theirs.)
Some parents stay on the premises, converse in the lounge over a cup of coﬀee, connect to
our internet, etc., or utilize the benches in the hallway.
It may not be the taj mahal of comfort for parents, but it provides a comfortable setting without
them having to sit on mats.
Speaking of which, I started posting a sign last year asking parents to stay oﬀ the mats. The
parents in my building comply happily. They can still watch a little of practice (while leaving the
training to me - another aspect I insist upon), with no risk of athletes running out of space, or
someone tracking bacteria into the wrestling portion of the building.
Storage/Utility room
This is where many supplies are stored, including our cleaning supplies. It also has a sink and
a bucket, as well as the Kenshield Monster Mop and pads. It is conveniently located to access
the mats, which are cleaned prior to every session.
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Chapter 6: still swept under the rug: the biggest
non-virus threat facing our sport
He weighed over 130 pounds, despite weighing in at less than 106 lbs the day before.
He easily outsized his opponent by 20, maybe 25 lbs.
There was no way he was going to lose that match, no way he would be denied a place in
state...
but also no chance he would make weight again.
He didn't need to, he just defaulted out...still earning his place in state while denying a youngster who actually weighed his weight class, any chance at all of it.
One might ask, “this is equity?" In a sport defined by weight classes, how can one explain
such an enormous diﬀerential in weight?
And while equity is a fair question, a better question is: this is safe?
Is this truly how we protect the safety of our young men and women who choose to compete in
our great sport?
I worry about the safety of the natural 106 lber.
I also worry about the safety of that young man who cut so much weight that he regained over
25 lbs in such a short time.
What's more disturbing than an athlete cutting dangerous amounts of weight?

An entire community of athletes cutting a dangerous amount of weight because
it gives them their best path to winning at the highest levels.

Wall of Denial
Every time I read an article touting the 'safety' of the sport…how the new rules have protected
athletes from dangerous weight reduction, have made for 'happier wrestlers wrestling at their
natural weight', it makes me want to puke because its such a lie.

Nothing could be further from the truth.
As a trainer of athletes I do everything in my power to help guide the young men who train with
me…
guide them to safely reduce their weight and stay healthy…
but it is increasingly more diﬃcult when the kids who 'do it right', go through alpha testing and
follow the spirit of the rule, get punished at the end of the year…up a weight class from where
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they should be, getting beaten by much bigger athletes and by a system that encourages drastic weight reduction at the most crucial times of the year.
“Had a guy who trains with me who wrestled 120. Barely missed out on certifying for 113. Got
to state and was the smallest 120 I saw…by far.
The system is definitely rigged against the folks wanting to follow the rules.
-Roy (wrestling coach in Ohio)

The governing bodies are to blame.
Listen to me and listen carefully…
The governing bodies are to blame. The alpha system is a tool designed to 'keep athletes
safe' but it often does the opposite.
Athletes are losing large amounts of weight early in the season to qualify at the weight they
want to go…
crashing back down to weight for the most important events of the year: sectional, district and
state (here in Ohio), because the rules allow for weigh-outs…meaning, gain as much weight
as you can overnight and the next day. Be as big as possible for finals because it is to your
advantage….and to the detriment of the 'wrestle your natural weight' athlete.

That cliﬀ is looming ever larger
Folks, we're playing a dangerous game and its not going to end well. We are asking for catastrophe to strike, ala 1997 all over again.
In 1997, 3 college wrestlers died while cutting weight. Drastic rules changes came into place
but before they did, a lot of hand-wringing…
a lot of administrators taking a long hard look at our sport and deciding whether it was worth it
to field a team.
The networks were filled with very negative documentaries demonizing our sport.
News outlets went from ignoring wrestling to flooding the airwaves with negativity about
wrestling, and lots of it.
If you think tragedy can't strike again, look at these factors and tell me you're convinced our
athletes are safe and nothing bad is ever going to happen to any of them…
•
large amounts of weight reduction in short amounts of time
•
enormous weight gains (the model is already out there – its what many MMA stars do)
•
little supervision when reducing for alpha early in the season
•
scary levels of dehydration going on to make weight
…and worse…
a general attitude among many wrestlers that ‘this is what you have to do in order to win’.
Just recently, one of my athletes said this to me:
I really believe that losing a bunch of weight all at once is the way to go. No sense cutting all
week and being miserable. Plus, you’re bigger than your opponents if you can gain it all back
quickly.
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Side note: the athlete who told me this failed to make weight his next time on the scales.

Kill Alpha before it kills us
Want to fix the problem?
Start with the Alpha testing. Kill it oﬀ before it kills us. Not only does it encourage massive
weight cutting early in the season, before athletes are in shape, there is also widespread
cheating and, at the very least, bending of the rules. This method is not determining a safe
weight for athletes to wrestle at.
It is simply in place to allow governing bodies their CYA, and to say, “see, we did our job, its
not our fault." But it is their fault - and they should bear the brunt of the blame.
Next, insist on same-day weigh-ins…every time. Weigh in no later than 1 1/2 hours before you
wrestle. If you can compete, you’re good to go. It is very tough to gain back a ton of weight
when you have to wrestle an hour later.
Advantage, natural-weight-class wrestler.
Do this and watch the state crown some natural-weight-class state champs…
instead of the usual…106 lbers weighing 125 lbs by finals.

We need to act now instead of later
The thought of a wrestler dying cutting weight is tragic and horrible.
It was tragic and horrible when it happened for real in 1997, too, when 3 college wrestlers lost
their lives in a 6 week period of time.
Powers that be, please don’t be arrogant enough to think it can’t happen again. The way
we’re going, the extremes that athletes are taking to make their weight, makes this a very real
possibility.
At risk are our youngsters we are supposed to be protecting.
We are failing in that regard. If we don’t act now, I fear for the worst…an unspeakable tragedy
that we will never recover from.
In conclusion , we have a chance to fix this in the wrestling world…..
Right now, health is at the top of people’s minds. The time is now for our own wrestling community to adopt to more health conscious choices for all, especially our young people.
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Washing your hands and drowning yourself in Purell is NOT enough.
Get your 5 step Quick-Read Virus-proof action plan:
Five immediate steps to prevent dangerous viruses
and skin diseases.
Go here to grab yours:
www.randyswrestlingsite.com/health.html

Or scan this code:
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About the Author, also known as the System King of
wrestling

All the tl;dr that you can stand
A little about me...
I grew up on a farm in eastern Ohio. I didn't lift weights until I got to college
(our high school didn't get a weight training program or even a real weight
room until about a year after I graduated). My strength training amounted to
throwing hay bales around (some of which were twice my size) from about
the age of 5 on, along with other farm chores. I was still, often stronger than
my opponents.
I didn't start wrestling until I was a freshman in high school. I was still able to
wrestle in college and become a Collegiate All-American, placing 3rd in the
nationals my senior year....then wrestle numerous Olympic regionals, placing
in a bunch of them (including 2nd in the Iowa Regional while up a weight

class).
I also won the AAU Senior Nationals and was awarded the MVP award for the tournament chosen for over an Olympian, who was also in the running.
I also coached college for 15 years. I have been fortunate enough to spend nearly my entire
adult life helping young people have more success in wrestling and in life.

The (not-so) Secret to my success
You know what they say about success and hard work…
I believe I owed my work ethic in part to my upbringing on the farm, a place where the animals
are fed before the kids are. I am also a lifelong teetotaler, something I probably get from my
dad. I've never smoked a cigarette or ever done any illicit drugs, undoubtedly in part due to
our family structure, values, and threat of discipline (thanks Mom and Dad).
I also never believed I was talented enough to be successful doing those things – the margin
was just too thin. Looking back at my wrestling accomplishments and how challenging it was
to reach them, I'd say I was right. I also was very socially awkward (still am according to a lot
of people). Ah, the advantages to social awkwardness – while others were out partying, I had
more time to work out!
I had a competitive nature that I couldn't help. If we were running 4 miles, I didn't just want to
finish first – I had to. No matter how hard the others were pushing, I had no choice – in my
mind – but to finish first in that run – a process I repeated for every single run for those 4 years
that I competed.
I quickly refined my attacking style of wrestling. I hated wrestling kids who backed up and
stalled. When I became a collegiate All-American, I finished 3rd, ripping through all but one of
my matches using a system that has come to be known as the Inside Series – a major piece of
my Attack System.
When I went into coaching, over the course of decades I refined the system to work for athletes who didn't always have the same physical attributes as me. In other words: developing a
powerful system that works vs athletes more talented than oneself. I was NOT always the
most talented, strongest, fastest, most experienced kid in the room. Because of that, I was
able to develop a system that works for everyone (exceptional athletes who coach, often
struggle with this. They didn't have to refine their moves because they always had a physical
advantage. They also struggle to relate to less talented athletes for the same reason.)
Because of my insistence on Systems (in wrestling and other aspects of life), I have become
known as the System King of wrestling. An apt title I do believe.
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Learn to Wrestle Attack System
Style!
Look for upcoming opportunities to train with
me and become an attacking machine, by going to
the website. You can rest easy knowing that we
diligently apply some of the most rigorous health
protocols in the country to protect your athlete.

You can scan this code below:
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